Europa Travel & Tours offers exclusive Pousada of Portugal itineraries
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NEWMARKET - Europa Travel & Tours, recognized across Canada as the experts in

creating customized itineraries to Portugal, is rolling out their new Pousadas de Portugal
program with revised pricing to reflect their special rates.
The Pousadas de Portugal are a network of 37 different properties for tourism and
culture that enjoy the rich diversity of traditions within each of the country’s regions.
Pousadas range from opulent palaces, modest yet elegant convents and monasteries
and castles of Kings and Queens to historic fortresses where many battles occurred in
the quest to conquer the lands.
Europa Travel has been providing high quality experiences to Portugal for many years.
Luis Rebelo, one of the company founders has been promoting holidays to Portugal for
more than forty years.
“Due to our prominence in the marketplace for creating fly and drive itineraries, we can
offer exclusive savings with our new Pousadas de Portugal program”, explains Miguel
Rebelo, Managing Director of Europa Travel. “The Golden Age discount for travellers
55 and over is extended to all clients, regardless of their age. We do not charge any
additional supplements that are often incurred for certain types of Pousadas or days of
the week.”
Nancy Barnard, Director of Product Development at Europa Travel says that there is a
lot of confusion in the marketplace with the different ways the Pousadas are presented
to the public. “We try to make our packages as easy and straightforward as possible.
The last thing a client wants to hear is that they are forced to pay extra because it’s a
Saturday night or they have chosen one of the premium Pousadas.”
More information about the Pousadas de Portugal can be found at www.europatravel.ca
or by calling 1.866.870.1377 toll free from anywhere in North America.

